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1935. In Minnesota sales prices could not be directly
compared with census estimates since the former were
given for crop years. However, the estimates seem to
be from 4 to 10 per cent higher than the sales prices
in the four Census years 1920, 1925, 1930, and 1935.
These differences may be accounted for by the fact
that the properties sold were probably the less valu-
able ones, especially in depression years, since "dis-
tress" properties are likely to be less productive.
Estimates of farm values by farm operators may not
be strictly comparable with estimates by urban fami-
lies of the values of the houses they own and occupy
since farmers operate their farms for profit and are
more likely to have a business outlook, whereas the
owner-occupant of an urban dwelling derives only a
use from the property. However, landlords who
lease their properties for a cash rent also have the
business man's outlook, and the relative changes in
their estimates of the value of nonfarm residential real
estate and in the estimates of owner-occupant families
during the same period are very similar. Evidence
from the Financial Survey of Urban Housing indicates
that in 37 cities from 1930 to 1934 the percentage de-
cline in values as estimated by landlords did not
differ more than 5 per cent from owner-occupants' esti-
mates. in 2 cities the percentage changes were identi-
cal; in 32 cities landlords' estimates of values showed
percentage declinesgreater than the estimatesof
owner-occupants, but the declines in 4 cities of the 32
differed less than 1 per cent, in 11 cities less than 2
per cent, in 19 cities less than 3 per cent, in 25 cities
less than 5 per cent, and in only 1 city more than 10
per cent (10.5). Of the 10 citiesiii which owner-
occupant estimated values indicated greater percentage
declines than landlord estimated values, only 1 city
showed a difference of more than 3 per cent (3.9) and
for 7 of the 10 cities the difference was less than 2 per
cent. It is quite possible that rented properties may
have declined somewhat more in value than owner-
occupied.
CHAPTER II
Value and Rent of Nonfarm Residential Real Estate, 1930 and 1934
The estimated total value of nonfarm residential real
estate in the United States in 1930 is presented in
Part Three, section A, Tables A 1—5 Table A 1 show8
the number of dwelling units, Table A 2 their value by
geographic division,state,tenure, and population
group, and Table A 3 the average values per dwelling
unit. Tables A 4 and 5 give the number of dwelling
units and their values for each geographic division by
type of dwelling. The value estimates for 1934 are
presented by geographic division and tenure in Ta-
ble A 8.
1 GeneralProblems andInformation Utilizedinthe1930
Estimates
The total value of nonfarm residential real estate in
the United States had to be estimated because the Cen-
sus of Population returns for 1930 show only the
number of nonfarm families occupying dwelling units
distributed by value or rent classes. Median values and
rents but no totals or arithmetic average values or
rents are given.
In the 1930 Census families are distributed by value
of dwelling unit classes whenever a related member of
the family owned the structure or dwelling unit occu-
pied by the family. The dwelling units occupied by
these families constitute the tenure class"owner-
occupied dwellings." 1Whena residential structure
contained more than one dwelling unit and one of the
dwelling units was inhabited by the family owning the
structure, the Census enumerator obtained the value of
the unit, not the value of the entire structure.2 Families
are distributed by rent classes when the dwelling unit
of home" the following explanation is given: "Since a home is
defined as the living quarters occupied by afamily, the number of
homes is always the same as the number of families. In the
classification by tenure a home is counted as owned if it is owned
wholly or in part by any related member of the family."
2Ibid.,p. 6. Under the heading "Value or rental of home," the
following statement appears: "The enumerator was instructed to
report on the population schedule for each nonfarm family
returned as owning its home, the approximate current market
value of the home, and for each nonfarm family returned as
occupying rented quarters the monthly rental, or if rental was not
paid by the month, then the equivalent monthly rental or the
approximate rental value per month." Information obtained
from the special tabulations of census data undertaken by this
project and by inquiry from the Bureau of the Census indicates
that "home" as used here refers to dwelling unit and not structure.
Leon E. Truesdell of the Census Bureau in a letter reply to an
inquiry from this project states: "The owners were expected to
return, in cases where they occupied only a part of the structure,
the value of that part occupied by the owner's family.Specific
instructions to this effect were given wherever the question was
raised, though this point was unfortunately not covered in the
printed instruction pamphlet. Because of this there are doubtless
some cases in which the owner returned the entire value of the
structure rather than only that part which he occupied as a
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is rented, i.e., not owned by a related member of the
occupant family. For multiple dwelling units the Cen.
sus enumerator was instructed to secure the estimated
rent for the dwelling unit actually occupied by the
primary lessee and the actual rents paid by the second-
ary lessee families for the dwelling units they occupy.8
Dwelling units occupied by families that do not own
them constitute the tenure class "rented dwelling units"
or "tenant-occupied dwelling units."
8
The preceding explanation indicates that values and
rents are for dwelling units, not structures (dwellings),
unless the structure contains only one dwelling unit.
When residential real estate is classified by "class of
dwelling" (Census terminology) or by "type of dwell.
ing" (terminology in this volume) reference is made to
the number of dwelling units contained in the struc-
ture, e.g., 1-family, 2-family dwelling, etc.4
The Census enumeration of families by value and
rent classes does not include vacant units. Further.
more, it was impossible to secure values or rents from
every occupant family reporting tenure, and some fam-
lies were enumerated as "not reporting value" or "not
reporting rent." Similarly, since reports on tenure
were incomplete some families are listed as "not re-
porting tenure." Attention has already been called to
the fact that the data are presented in the form of
frequency distributions; it should be noted also that
the frequency distributions have open ends, that is,
no definite limits are assigned to the end classes.
'Ibid., p. 6. "A home is counted as rented if it is not owned by
any member of the family even though no cash rental is paid."
'Ibid, p. 10. "Dwellings. A dwelling, for Census purposes, is a
place in which one or more persons regularly sleep.It need not be
a house in the usual sense of the word. A boat, a tent, or a room in
afactory or office building, although occupied by only one person,
is also counted as a dwelling; while, on the other hand, an entire
house, although containing many families, constitutes
but one dwelling. Dwellings have been classified for 1930 into
three groups, namely, (a) those occupied by one family only,
(b) those occupied by two families, and (c) those occupied by
three or more families. It has been found difficult in some cases,
particularly in cities where the houses are built in solid blocks, to
make this classification. The enumerators were instructed to
return as I dwelling a 2-family house with one apartment above
the other, even though there was a separate front door for each
apartment. On the other hand, where two families occupied parts
of a building separated by a solid wall running up through the
building, each part was counted as a 1-family dwelling, and
likewise each'house'in a section of 'row'houses." The
number of dwellings of the three classes or types noted does not
correspond to the number of standing structures, since only
occupied units are enumerated. Furthermore, the statement as
quoted, and further information received by correspondence with
the Bureau of Census, indicates that when a multiple dwelling
structure is occupied by only one family itis enumerated as a
1-family dwelling. This tends to give an excess number of occupied
1-family dwellings from the standpoint of class of structure
(dwelling), an understated number of multiple family dwellings,
and an understated number of 2-family dwellings. It also explains
why the 2-family dwellings are shown as housing exactly two
families per dwelling.
To estimate the total value of all nonfarm residen-
tial real estate in the United States in 1930 three major
steps are necessary. First, total values or rents must be
obtained from the frequency distributions as published
in the Census of Population, 1930, VI, for those fami-
lies reporting value or rent. Second, to the total value
or rent derived for those families reporting must be
added the value or rent of (1) dwelling units occupied
by families that reported tenure but not value or rent;
(2) dwelling units occupied by families not reporting
tenure;(3) vacant units. Third, the total rent thus
derived for the rented dwelling units must be con-
verted to values by the use of value-rent ratios.
The estimation of total values and rents was facili-
tated by the 139 city special tabulation, which pro.
vided average values or rents for each Census value
and rent group for each city.' This tabulation made
possible the computation of average values or rents
for the open end classes in the published Census dis-
tributions, that is, the two value groups reported as
"under $1000" and "$20,000 and over," and the rent
groups "under $10" and "$200 and over." Further-
more, it made unnecessary the use of mid-point values
or rents as representative averages for those classes
with specified boundaries. Moreover, it showed clearly
that actual values and rents as reported cluster near
the lower limits of the Census value or rent boun-
daries, so that if mid-points had been used as averages
they would have given the estimates an upward bias.
To allow for the value or rent of those dwelling
units for which tenure was designated but no
valueor rent had
to be assigned to the known number of such units.
Since few units are involved they were assigned the
average value or rent derived from the frequency dis-
tributions for those units reporting values or rents.
Those dwelling units for which tenure, value, or rent
was not reported had first to be allocated to the two
tenure classes. This was done by assuming that the
proportions of the two tenures for those dwelling units
for which tenure was reported applied to those units
for which tenure was not reported. This seemed reason-
able since the number of units for which tenure was
not designated was small and any error arising from
this apportionment would not be significant. To the
units thus allocated were assigned the average values
and rents determined for those units reporting values
and rents.
Vacant units and the values or rents assigned to
them were estimated from sources described in further
detail in sections 2 c and 3 a and c of this chapter.
For cities with populations under 100,000 the average values or
rents were obtained for 10 value or rent classes rather than the 6
classes in the Census volume; see explanation in sec. 2 a of this
chapter.20 PART TWO
2 Nonfarm Dwelling Units, Details of the Estimates
TheCensus of Population, 1930, VI, shows for each
state, in frequency distribution form, the number of
nonfarm families reporting values and rents in each
population group of 2,500 or more. It shows also,
without reference to tenure, values or rents, the num-
ber of occupied residential structures in each city and
town by type of structure, i.e.,1-, 2-, and 3-or-more
family dwellings (footnote 4 above).
Since the Census does not cover vacant units it was
necessary to estimate the number of units before esti-
mating value. It was possible to group the units and
estimate their values for population groups of differ-
ent sizes from Census data, but it was not possible to
make the further important breakdown by metropoli-
tan and nonmetropolitan areas. The significance of
this shortcoming of the estimates is discussed on the
half.title page to section A, Part Three. The estimates
were prepared so as to show (Tables A 1—3) the num-
ber of dwelling units and their value by geographic
division, state, tenure, and population group, and also
by type of dwelling (Tables A 4—5).
Nonfarm dwelling units were estimated first by geo.
graphic division, state, tenure, and population group,
without respect to type of dwelling. In some instances
information by type of dwelling was used but in gen.
eral the procedure followed the pattern outlined.
TABLEABM 1
a Transcription of Numbe.r of Families reporting Value
or Rent by Value or Rent Group for each Geographic
Division by Population Group
Foreach state, and for each population group of
2,500 or more within the state, the number of nonfarrri
owner.occupant and tenant families was transcribed in
separate tabulations for each by the Census
value and rent group classifications. Within each state
five population classifications were arranged in de-
scending order: 100,000 or more; 25,000—100,000;
10,000—25,000; 5,000—10,000; and 2,500—5,000. State
subtotals by value or rent groups were obtained for
each population group. The distribution for places un-
der 2,500 in population was derived by obtaining
totals in each value or rent group for places with
populations above 2,500 and subtracting them from
those for the state as a whole as given in the Census.
A tabulation for Connecticut is given in Table ABM 1.
Although statistically possible to provide for an addi-
tional classification showing metropolitan and non-
metropolitan areas, this was not practicable.
When the tabulations were complete for each state
the states were grouped into the nine Census
graphic divisions and subtotals prepared for each di.
vision having the same classification as the states. Ta.
ble ABM 2 presents a complete recapitulation for the
New England division.
Occupied Dwelling Units, Number reporting Value or Rent by Value or Rent Group,
State, Tenure, and Population Group, April 1, 1930
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TABLE ABM 2
Dwelling Units, Number reporting Value or Rent by Value or Rent Group,
Geographic Division, Tenure, and Population Group, April 1, 1930
New England (similar tabulation for each geographic division)
In order that the value or rent classes might be the
same for all population groups (for differences see
Tables ABM 1 and 2) cumulative frequency curves
were prepared for each population group under 100,.
000iu each geographic division covering the value
classes up to $3,000 and the rental classes up to $100.
Intermediate values or rentals in line with the group
limits for cities with populations of 100,000 or more
were read from the graphs and first differences taken
so as to determine the frequencies in the finer
down of value and rent classes for the largest city
group. In order to distribute the frequencies above the
level of $10,000 for values and $100 for rents so as to
obtain value and rent classes comparable to those for
the largest cities it was necessary to use a slightly dif-
ferent expedient than the one outlined above, since the
small numbers made interpolation from graphs very
difficult. The frequencies in these classes for all places
under 100,000 in population were obtained by sub.
traction and the percentage in each derived. These per-
centages were then used to distribute the number above
the specified value ($10,000) and rent ($100) levels
among the proper value or rent class for each popula.
tion group under 100,000.
When this process had been completed the tabula-
tions contained, for each geographic division by the
six nonfarm population groups, (1) owner-occupied
dwelling units for which values were reported, distrib.
uted by ten value classes, and the number not report-
ing value; (2) rented dwelling units for which rents
were reported, distributed by ten rent classes and the
number not reporting rent (see Table ABM 7). To ob.
tamtotal nonfarm dwelling units in each geographic
division by population groups the dwelling units not
classified by tenure and the vacant dwelling units were
added to the totals described above for each geographic
division by population groups.
bAddition of Dwelling Units for which Tenure was not
reported
TheCensus enumeration of the number of dwellings
by type and the number of families occupying them
(Table ABM 10) makes it possible, as will be shown
later, to obtain by population groups total occupied
nonfarm dwelling units for each geographic division
(see Table ABM 3). From tabulations for each geo.
graphic division, e.g., Table ABM 2 for New England,
were obtained the number of dwelling units for which
tenure was reported. The totals for the two tenure
classes are shown in Table ABM 3, column 2. A simple
subtraction indicates the number of dwelling units in
each population group for which tenure was not re-
ported, and the ratio of total occupied units (col. 1) to
those reporting tenure (col. 2) is shown in column 4.
On the assumption that the dwelling units for which
tenure was not reported are distributed between the
two tenure classes in the same proportion as those re-
porting tenure the number of dwelling units reporting
tenure in each tenure group (Table ABM 2) was mul-


















































































15,000—19,999 31,003 10,684 .
20,000 and over 28,194 8,904










































30— 49 309,949 154,847100 and over 4,358 782 339 39 821
50— 74 87,816 49,770Not reported 2,183 1,393 587 193 3,490










Dwelling Units, Total Occupied, Number reporting and
not reporting Tenure; Ratio of Total to those reporting
Tenure: by Geographic Division and Population Group
New England (similar tabulation for each geographic
division)
REPORT-REPORT-TOTAL TO






















10,000— 25,000 293,422 290,6842,7381.0094192
5,000— 10,000 115,622114,3861,2361.0108055
2,500—5,000 29,496 29,100 3961.0136082
Under 2,500 347,130343,1903,9401.0114805
1 Table ABM 10, col. 3. 2 Table ABM 2.
procedure adds to the number reporting tenure in each
tenure group the number not reporting tenure assign.
able to the tenure group on the basis of the above as-
sumption.
cAddition of Vacant Dwelling Units
Thedata for 1930 on vacant dwelling units by geo-
graphic division and population group are few. The
differences in vacancies among 1-, 2-, and 3-or-more
family dwellings, however, are sufficiently marked to
TABLEABM 4
Property Inventory Cities
furnish a basis for estimating vacancies by type of
dwelling that indicate roughly the vacancies by geo-
graphic division and population group on the assump-
tion that vacancies are by and large related to the type
of dwelling. The information used consisted of: (1)
vacancy data for 1930 for all types of dwellings in 42
cities, and for 1-family dwellings in 37 cities (Resi-
dential Vacancy Surveys in the United States, 1930—34,
Federal Housing Administration, March .1935); (2)
vacancies in apartments in New York City (New York
Tenement House Department), Washington, D. C.
(Federal Housing Administration), and Los Angeles
(Eberle Economic Service, unpublished data);(3)
detailed data on relative vacancies by type of dwelling
in 64 cities in 1934 (Federal Real Property Inven-
tory).
The vacancy data from the Real Property Inventory
are presented in Table ABM 4 with a reclassification
according to the three Census types of dwelling. The
residential vacancy surveys in 37 cities showed modal
groups for 1-family dwellings ranging from 2 to 4 per
cent in 1930; the median vacancy was 3.4, the arith-
metic mean, 4.1. The median vacancy for 1-family
dwellings, as shown by the 64 Real Property Inventory
cities in 1934, was 5.1 and the arithmetic mean, 5.2, or
nearly the same as the median. A vacancy figure of
3.5 per cent was therefore taken for 1-family dwellings
for the country as a whole for 1930. Since the vacancy
Vacant Dwelling Units,Number as Percentage of Total, by Type, 64 Real
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3.8 8.1 7.5 15.3 15.0 15.8





East North Central 8 4.2 10.3 11.8 16.9 15.8 21.4 14.6 8.7
West North Central 10 4.1 8.5 10.4 12.3 10.7 17.7 10.6 6.3
South Atlantic 11 6.3 8.1 9.1 12.2 11.1 5.6 9.2 7.5
East South Central 4 5.8 11.2 8.1 12.1 11.3 18.2 8.4 7.5
West South Central 7 5.6 7.2 6.3 11.4 9.6 16.5 8.7 6.4
Mountain 9 6.3 11.5 18.6 16.2 12.3 25.3 12.7 8.8
Pacific 4 6.8 17.8 18.2 21.7 12.9 16.9 15.4 9.3
Total 64 5.2 9.3 8.1 14.7 12.9 10.7 12.7 7.8
BCENSUS CLASSIFICATION
PERCENTAGE VACANCY



















East North Central 4.4 10.3 15.4
West North Central 4.1 8.5 1LO
South Atlantic .6.2 8.1 10.6
East South Central 5.9 11.2 10.8
West South Central 5.6 7.2 9.9
Mountain 7.1 .11.5 13.2
Pacific 6.9 17.8 • 14.2
Total, 64 Cities 5.4 9.3 12.5
1 1-family and row houses combined.
24-,5-or-more families,and other combined.VALUE AND RENT, 1930 AND 1934 23
TABLE ABM 5
Dwelling Units, Number Occupied, Vacancy Factor, and Total by Geographic
Division, Population Group, and Type of Dwelling, April 1, 1930













cTotal dwelling units (a X b)
4All types
aOccupied dwelling units4
b Vacant dwelling units
cTotal dwelling units
1 Table ABM 10, cot. 4.
2 Table ABM 10, cot. 6.
TABLE ABM 6
Table ABM 10, cot. 8.
Table ABM 10, cot. 2.
Total Dwelling Units, including Vacant, by Geographic Division, Population Group,
Type of Dwelling, and Tenure, April 1, 1930
New England (similar tabulation for each geographic division)
11-family
aTotal1
b Percentage of owner-occupied 2
cNo. owner-occupied or for sale
(a X b)
d No. rented or for rent (a —c)
22-family
aTotal I
b Percentage of owner-occupied
cNo. owner-occupied or for sale
(a X b)
d No. rented or for rent (a —c)
33-or-more family
aTotal 5
b No. owner-occupied 6
cNo. rented or for rent (a —b)
4All types
aTotal 7
b No. owner-occupied or for sale 8
cNo. rented or for rent 8
in Table ABM 11, col. 1, as percentage of total occupied dwelling
units (sum of cot. I and 4 of Table ABM 11, or line I a, Table
ABM5).
Table ABM 5, line 2 c.
Owner-occupied dwelling units, as shown for 2-family dwellings
in Table.ABM 11, col. 1, as percentage of total occupied dwelling
units (sum of cot. 1 and 4 of Table ABM 11, or line 2 a, Table
ABM 5).
Table ABM 5, line 3 c.
8 Table ABM 11, col. 1, 3-or-more family dwellings (see explana-
tion, Ch. II, sec. 2f).
Table ABM 5, line 4 c.
8 Grand totals, Table ABM 7.
8 Obtained by addition of figures for population groups.
dwellings as shown in the 64 Real Property Inventory
cities.
















































444,582 266,040 116,148 35,108 10,462 2,185 14,639
1,848,887 597,405 465,812 293,422 115,622 29,496 347,130
101,807 39,347 26,411 14,434 5,384 1,334 14,897











(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
1,028,449 189,202 234,117 199,255 87,135 23,318 295,422
61.9 65.9 67.9 66.0 58.5 68.4
679,930 117,127 154,344 135,239 57,473 13,639 202,108
348,519 72,075 79,773 64,016 29,662 9,679 93,314
477,663 181,510 141,958 73,493 23,409 5,327 51,966
23.8 26.7 27.2 26.0 33.2 23.4
43,200 37,917 19,956 6,076 1,769 12,171
356,574 138,310 104,041 53,537 17,333 3,558 39,795

























1 TableABM 5, tine I c.
2 Owner-occupied dwelling units, as shown for 1-family dwellings
only for 1-family dwellings and for all types com-
bined, the estimates of vacancy for the 2-family and
for the 3-or-more family dwellings were based on the
data for 1930, that is, in 37 cities, showed vacanciesrelations of these types to the vacancy of 1.family24 PART TWO
TABLE ABM 7
Dwelling Units, Number reporting Value or Rent by Value or Rent Group; and Number
not reporting Value or Rent, Number not reporting Tenure, and Number Vacant:
by Geographic Division and Population Group, April' 1, 1930
New England (similar tabulation for each geographic division)
ALL
POPULATION 10,000— 5,000— 2,500—
GROUPS 25,000 10,000 5,000
(1) (4) (5) (6)
VALUE OR RENT GROUP 100,000 25,000— UNDER
OR MORE 100,000 2,500
(2) (3) (7)
AOWNER-OCCUpIED
Under $1,000 21,612 451 1,000 1,800 1,500 500 16,361
1,000— 1,499 25,422 1,678 1,782 2,258 2,012 935 16,757
1,500— 1,999 26,304 2,344' 2,718 3,942 2,188 865 14,247
2,000— 2,999 70,795 8,169 9,941 12,131 7,364 2,158 ' 31,032
3,000— 4,999 179,693 29,812 37,588 38,288 18,489 4,018 51,498
5,000— 7,499 212,943 48,925 58,409 46,485 16,817 3,497 38,810
7,500— 9,999 97,294 29,697 30,659 18,218 5,104 979 12,637
10,000—14,999 96,496 32,084 30,352 16,338 4,292 1,106 12,324
15,000—19,999 31,003 10,684 9,575 5,154 1,354 349 3,887
20,000 andover 28,194 8,904 9,089 4,893 1,286 331 3,691
Notreporting value 12,837 2,853 2,180 1,949 839 233 4,783
Totalreporting tenure 1 802,593 175,601 193,293 151,456 61,245 14,971 206,027
Notreporting tenure 2 9,121 2,221 2,090 1,427 662 204 2,517
Totaloccupied 8 811,714 177,822 195,383 152,883 61,907 15,175 208,544
Vacancies 31,668 6,816 7,834 6,047 2,424 595 7,952
Grandtotal 843,382 184,638 203,217 158,930 64,331 15,770 216,496
BRENTED
Under $10 46,608 4,877 5,831 6,400 3,200 1,400 24,900
10— 14 102,656 25,942 15,814 13,995 10,406 3,178 33,321
15— 19 139,308 43,696 34,155 23,605 14,994 3,379 19,479
20— 29 299,291 116,808 83,956 46,643 12,899 3,732 35,253
30— 49' 309,949 154,847 92,505 36,222 8,875 1,916 15,584
50— 74 87,816 49,770 24,152 8,135 1,526 170 4,063
75— 99 16,396 9,093 4,561 2,053 315 122 252
100—149 7,996 3,469 3,112 558 242 27 586
150—199 1,872 809 732 132 57 7 138
200 and over 1,481 732 514 92 40 5 97
Notreporting rent 12,146 4,300 2,183 1,393 587 193 3,490
Totalreporting tenure 1 1,025,519 414,343 267,515 139,228 53,141 14,129 137,163
Notreporting tenure 11,654 5,240 2,914 1,311 574 192 1,423
Totaloccupied 1,037,173 419,583 270,429 140,539 53,715 14,321 138,586
Vacancies 70,139 32,531 18,577 8,387 2,960 739 6,945
Grand total 1,107,312 452,114 289,006 148,926 56,675 15,060 145,531
1 SeeTables ABM I and 2 and explanation in Ch. II, sec. 2 a. Grand total less totaloccupied.
2 Totaloccupied less total reporting tenure. Table ABM 6, lines 13 and 14 (see explanation, Ch. II, sec.
2Totalreporting tenure in each size group multiplied by the2f).
factors in Table ABM 3, col. 4. See explanation in Ch. II, sec.
2 b.
units rather than of those occupied and are for the 1 -
dwellings,1.065 and 3-or-more family type of dwelling without reference to location and
population group (except in the instance noted above). 1 dwellings, 1.088 except in New York City It was necessary to convert these percentages into fac- 1—0.08'
tors applicable to the number of occupied units and toand cities over 100,000 in population in the Pacific
determine the number of occupied units. by type of 1 division, for which the factor was 1.111 dwelling, geographic division, and population group. 1—0
The estimate of the number of dwelling units by geo. Table ABM 5 for the New England division gives
graphic division, type of dwelling, tenure, and popula-the information desired except that it is for both ten-
tion group is explained below in section 2 f;it wasurea combined rather than for each tenure separately.
multiplied by the following factors (Table ABM 5):In some vacancy surveysall vacant units are classi-
1 fled as rental units. Some vacancies are, however, not
1.family dwellings,1.037 6 = 2family
1—0.035' ifl rental units: they are in structures that are for sale
or are units that have been vacated only temporarily
6 The ratio 1.037 is slightly in error; the correct figure is 1.036.by their owners; they are not for rent and should be The numerical error was not discovered until all the operations
had been completed, and its effect on the estimates was so smallconsidered as belonging to the owner.occupant tenure.
that it was not considered sufficiently important to attempt to
correct them. See Federal Real Property Inventory, 64 cities.In order to allocate the vacant units by tenure, it
was assumed that vacancies were distributed between
the two tenure classes in the same proportion as occu-
pied units for 1- and 2-family dwellings, but that all
vacancies in 3-or-more-family dwellings were for rent.
However, since the distribution of occupied units by
tenure in the Census was not given by type of dwelling,
an estimate had to be prepared. As explained in sec-
tion 2 f of this chapter, information derived from the
special tabulation for the 139 cities was used.
From the distribution by tenure and type for occu-
pied units (Table ABM 11, col. 1 and 4) the per-
centages that were owner-occupied in the 1. and 2-
family dwelling types were computed. These percent-
ages are used in Table ABM 6 to allocate total dwell-
ing units (including vacant) by type of dwelling to
the two tenure groups. The footnotes to Table ABM 6
explain the process in detail.
d Estimates by Tenure, Value or Rent Group, Population
Group, and Geographic Division, Recapitulation
The several steps described in the preceding sections
made it possible to estimate for each geographic di-
vision, tenure, and population group the number of
nonfarm dwelling units for which valuesor rents were
reported by 10 value or rent groups. In addition, the
number of nonfarm dwelling units occupied but not
reporting value or rent and the number of vacant units
were estimated for each geographic division by tenure
and population group. This information is presented
for New England in Table ABM 7 with footnote refer-
ences to the specific sections where the methods are
explained in detail.
e Distribution by States in each Geographic Division, by
Tenure and Population Group
The preliminary transcription of Census data gave for
each state the dwelling units reporting tenure(i.e.,
those reporting value plus those not reporting value)
by population group and tenure. The geographic di-
vision totals were obtained by adding these state fig-
ures. To the geographic division totals, in turn, were
added, as explained above, those units not reporting
tenure and vacant units. The state figures for those re-
porting tenure were then increased to include the non-
f arm dwelling units not reporting tenure or vacant.
The increase for each state (Table ABM 1) was as-
sumed to be proportional to the increase for the
graphic division as a whole. For the addition of
dwelling units not reporting tenure all that was re-
quired on this assumption was to raise the state figures
on units reporting tenure in each tenure class by using
the ratios in Table ABM 3, column 4, as factors. A
similar assumption with reference to vacant units
makes it possible to increase the totals(including
tenure not reported) to include them. Table ABM 7
shows the grand total for New England. The ratio of
the grand totals for each tenure class by population
groups to total occupied units gives the ratios of in-
crease for the individual states.
This method of determining the number of nonfarm
dwelling units by states involves a slight error. To
obtain for each state the exact addition of units not
reporting tenure would have required the calculation
of factors like those in Table ABM 3, column 4. This
would have involved an extensive preliminary tabula-
tion for each state similar to that for the geographic
division in Tables ABM 9 and 10. The differences in
the results obtained by the two methods tried out in
Total Nonfarm Dwelling Units by State, Population Group, and Tenure, April 1, 1930
Connecticut (similar tabulation for each state)






































25,000— 10,000— 5,000— 2,500— UNDER
100,000 25,000 10,000 5,000 2,500
(3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
38,930 23,671 3,610 1,579 55,479
421 223 39 22 678
39,351 23,894 3,649 1,601 56,157
1,578 945 143 63 2,141
40,929 24,839 3,792 1,664 58,298
54,281 24,667 4,757 2,285 41,448
591 232 52 31 430
54,872 24,899 4,809 2,316 41,878
3,769 1,486 265 120 2,099
58,641 26,385 5,074 2,436 43,977
4Line5minus line 3.
'Obtained by multiplying ratio of grand total of units to occupied
units for the tenure classes (Table ABlY!?) by the figures in line
3 for the respective tenure class.
1 See Table ABM 1.
'Line 3 minus line 1.
'Obtained by multiplying factors in Table ABM 3, cot. 4,by
line 1. Some slight adjustments were necessary to tie into figures
with geographic division totuls.26 PART TWO
TABLE ABM 9
Occupied Dwellings and Families Units), Number by Type of Dwelling,
State, and Population Group, 1930






























































































'Number of dwellings multiplied by 2.
2Totalfamilies (line I b) minus sum of families in I- and 2-
family dwellings (lines 2 a and 3 b).
several states did not seem to warrant this' additional
labor.
Similarly the distribution of vacant units by states
is not entirely accurate because it was based upon type
of dwelling. Since the distribution, of dwelling types
in the several states is not identical with the distribu-
tion for the geographic division, the vacancy factors
for each state would be slightly different from those
for the geographic divisions. The error is so small,
however, as compared with the possibility of error in
the general data for vacancy, that the simple method
seemed more appropriate. These decisions also simpli-
fled the estimates of values by states and involved no
substantial error.8
Table ABM 8 shows for Connecticut how total dwell.
ing units were estimated. The footnotes explain in
detail the factors used and their sources. When this
process had been completed for each state the sum of
the dwelling units for the states in each geographic
division was identical with the figures for the geo-
graphic divisions.
fDistribution ofEstimatesbyGeographicDivision, Type
ofDwelling,Tenure, and Population Group
Sincein Census state totals the number of both non-
farm dwellings, by type,, and of farm families are
given, it is possible to estimate for each state the num-
ber of nonfarm dwellings by type on the assumption
that farm families occupy only 1-family dwellings.
The Census number of dwellings by type for each
population group of 2,500 or more, some of which
include a few farm dwellings, must be corrected, as
8 Checking for both tenures combined for the New England states
indicated a possible difference in stale figures of three-tenths of I
per cent.
explained later, in order to obtain the number of non-
farm dwellings by type and population group in each
geographic division. For population groups under
2,500 the same information can be obtained by sub-
tracting the totals for all larger places from the state
totals.
The number of dwelling units by type of dwelling
can be obtained as follows: the number of 2-family
dwellings is multiplied by two; the sum of this product
and the number of 1-family dwellings subtracted from
the total number' of families gives the number of
dwelling units in 3-or-more family dwellingsY
This information is given for Connecticut in Table
AJ3M 9. When the states are grouped the same type of
information can be obtained for the nine geographic
divisions, as shown, with certain additional informa-
tion, for New England in Table ABM 10. The number
of dwellings and of dwelling units, by type, opposite
the "total" for each population group are the summa-
tions of state figures similar to those for Connecticut
in Table ABM 9.
The nonfarm dwellings and dwelling units by type
were obtained as follows: for all cities the known
10
numberof farm dwellings and families was allocated
to the 1-family type of dwelling and subtracted from
total dwellings and families; for the several population
groups (except that under 2,500) the ratio of'nonfarm
families reporting tenure to total families reporting
tenure (Table ABM 10, coL 9) was used as indicative
of the relative number of nonfarm dwellings; finally
the number of nonfarm families in the population
group under 2,500 was obtained by subtraction.
8Seefoolnote 4 above for a criticism of Census type of dwelling
data.
'°Census,1930, VI, Table 60, p- 53.VALUE AND RENT, 1930 AND 1934 27
TABLE ABM 10
Occupied Dwellings and Families (Dwelling Units), Number by Type of Dwelling,
Geographic Division and Population Group, 1930







26,80930,757 23,747 2,501 5,002
25,54829,496 22,486 10 2,501 5,002
6 Censusof Population, 1930, VI, Table 62, 'p. 55.
°Ibid, Table 60, p. 53. Farm dwellings assumed to be all là
family.
In using the ratios in column 8 of Table ABM 10 it
was again assumed that all farm families live in 1-
family dwellings so that the ratio, when applied to all
types of dwelling units, gave the necessary correction
for the i-family type and left the numbers in the other
types unchanged.
For a breakdown by tenure the procedure outlined
above and illustrated in Tables ABM 9 and 10 pro.
vided the number of occupied nonfarm dwelling units
by type but without any division by tenure. Informa.
tion derived from the special tabulation for 139 cities
was used. For each city the percentages of the total
number of 2. and 3.or-more family dwellings (struc-
tures) that contained an owner-occupant family were
estimated. These individual city percentages were then
grouped by population groups and geographic divi.
sions and weighted by the total population of the
several cities in each population group. Because of the
thinness of the sample in certain regions and popula-
tion groups the geographic divisions were combined
as shown in Table ABM 20 where the final results of
this process are recorded.

















ABM 20 (New England combined with Middle Atlan-
tic) by the number of nonfarm dwellings (structures)'
in the same geographic division, illustrated for New
England in columns 4 and 6 of Table ABM 10, yielded
the number (excluding vacant units) of owner-occu-
pied 2- and 3-or-more family dwellings (structures);
that is, owner.occupied dwelling units (Table ABM
7), excluding vacant, since the owner-occupant family
would not occupy more than one dwelling unit. The
number of 1-family owner-occupied dwelling units was
secured by subtracting the sum of owner.occupied 2'.
and 3.or.more family dwelling units from the number
of owner.occupied dwelling units of all types.
The number of rented dwelling units by type, ex-
cluding vacant (Table ABM 11, col. 4), was estimated
by subtracting the owner-occupied dwelling units of
each type from total nonfarm dwelling units (Table
ABM 10, col. 3, 5, and 7). Columns 3 and 6 of Table
ABM 11 were taken from Table ABM 6 and the num-
ber of vacant units (col. 2 and 5) obtained by sub-
traction.
The number of dwelling units as classified in Table




























329,058597,405 182,451 10 85,216170,432
322,478468,318 228,270 66,647133,294
319,972465,812 225,764 10 66,647133,294
241,753299,716 198,440 34,50469,008











103,225121,324 89,728 10,99021,980 2,507 9,616 119,983
97,523115,622 84,026 10 10,99021,980 2,507 9,616 114,386
8,80932,268 296,797
8,80932,268 290,684
1 Dwellingsin cot. 4 multiplied by 2.
2Sumof cot. 3 and 5 subtracted from cot. 2.
Totals include urban farm families.
Nonfarm in cot. 8 divided by "total" in cot. 8.
UnderTotal 8 429,301463,381 401,132 24,39748,794 3,77213,455 457,031
2,500Nonfarm 8313,050347,130 284,881 24,39748,794 3,77213,455 343,190 .751
Total less farm.
8 All cities, total and nonfarm, less sum of similar items for
cities with populations over 2,500.
Total multiplied by ratio for given size group (col. 9).
10Totalless difference between total and nonfarm (cot. 2).28 PART TWO
TABLE ABM 11
Occupied Dwelling Units, Vacant, and Total including Vacant, by Type of Dwelling.
Geographic Division, Population Group, and Tenure, April 1, 1930











TYPE OF DWELLING AND
POPULATION GROUP
All types
All population groups 811,714 31,668
100,000 and over 177,822 6,816
25,000—100,000 195,383 7,834
10,000— 25,000 152,883 6,047
5,000— 10,000 61,907 2,424
2,500—5,000 15,175 595
Under 2,500 208,544 7,952
843,382 1,037,173 70,139 1,107,312
184,638 419,583 32,531 452,114
203,217 270,429 18,577 289,006
158,930 140,539 8,387 148,926
64,331 53,715 2,960 50,675
15,770 14,321 739 15,060
216,496 138,586 6,945 145,531
1-family
All population groups 655,654 24,276
100,000 and over 112,948 4,179
25,000—100,000 148,823 5,521
10,000— 25,000 130,412 4,827
5,000— 10,000 55,421 2,052
2,500—5,000 13,152 487
Under 2,500 194,898 7,210
679,930 336,100 12,419 348,519
117 127 69,503 2,572 72,075
154,344 76,941 2,832 79,773
135,239 61,734 2,282 64,016
57,473 28,605 1,057 29,662
13,639 9,334 345 9,679
202,108 89,983 3,331 93,314
2-family
All population groups 113,697 7,392
100,000 and over 40,563 2,637
25,000—100,000 35,604 2,313
10,000— 25,000 18,736 1,220
5,000— 10,000 5,704 372
2,500—5,000 1,661 108
Under 2,500 11,429 742
121,089 334,813 21,761 356,574
43,200 129,869 8,441 138,310
37,917 97,690 6,351 104,041
19,956 50,272 3,265 53,537
6,076 16,276 1,057 17,333
1,769 3,341 217 3,558
12,171 37,365 2,430 39,795
3-or-more family
All population groups 42,363
100,000 and over 24,311
25,000—100,000 10,956




42,363 366,260 35,959 402,219
24,311 220,211 21,518 241,729
10,956 95,798 9,394 105,192
3 735 28,533 2,840 31,373
782 8,834 846 9,680
362 1,646 177 1,823
2,217 11,238 1,184 12,422
tion 2 e of this chapter and illustrated in Table ABMtracted from total owner-occupied units to obtain the
8. The information on tenure by type of dwelling does
not warrant a distribution by states of the dwelling
units in Table ABM 11.
number of owner-occupied units in 3-or-more family
dwellings. For Queens and Richmond boroughs per-
centages for the 2- and 3-or-more family types were
The proportion of each of the three dwelling typesused and the 1-family units obtained by subtraction.
in the two tenure classes was based upon data derived
from the 139 city special tabulation. Application of3 Value of Nonfarm Residential Real Estate, 1930
the tenure proportions to the several states is not war-The estimates of value by population group, tenure,
ranted, but they should be fairly reliable for the geo.state, and geographic division consist of three main
graphic division as a whole. parts: (1) values are estimated for the owner-occu-
The procedure explained above and illustrated bypant tenure group; (2)rents are estimated for the
the tables for New England was applied to each geo-occupied rental dwelling units; (3) value-rent ratios
graphic division in exactly the same way with oneare applied to the rent estimates to obtain the valueof
exception, the Middle Atlantic. Each borough in Newoccupied rental dwelling units and also of vacant rental
York City was treated separately because of the wideunits.
variation in the percentages of owner-occupancy of
apartments and 2-family dwellings. The percentagesa Value of Owner-Occupied Dwelling Units
actually used for New York City were based on specialTable ABM 7 presents the number of nonf arm dwell-
tabulations made for this project by the Bureau of theing units. Section A provides the essential data for
Census for selected areas in each borough. in Man-value estimates. The number of units in each value
hattan, Bronx, and Brooklyn the percentages derivedgroup is multiplied by an average value for each group
for 1- and 2-family dwellings were applied to thederived from the 139 city special tabulation. The cal-
number of dwellings of these types to obtain the num-culated average value per dwelling unit for all dwell-
her of owner-occupied units, and their sum was sub-ing units reporting value is then assigned to theVALUE AND RENT, 1930 AND 1934 29
dwelling units not reporting value or not reporting
tenure. The same procedure isfollowed for vacant
units except that the average value derived for the units
TABLEABM 12
Derivation of Total Value of All Owner-occupied Dwell-
ing Units by Geographic Division and Population Group
Population group 100,000 and' over, New England






















1 See Table ABM 7.
2 The total values in this column were obtained as follows:
1) The number of units inthe class "Under$1,000"wasmultiplied
by the average value of $544 derived from the special tabulation
for 139 cities; see Table ABM 17.
2) The 5 classes from $1,000 to $7,499 were divided into 10 classes
with frequencies of 749, 929, 1,071, 1,273, 3,327, 4,842, 12,658,
17,154, 24,846, and 24,079, as explained in Ch. II, sec. 3 a, and
each frequency multiplied by the new value class mid-points of
$1,125, $1,375, etc. The frequencies in the 3 value classes from
$7,500 to $19,999 were multiplied by the mid-points of these
classes.
3) The number of units having values of $20,000 and over was
multiplied by the average value of $33,090 determined from the
special tabulation for 139 cities; see Table ABM 17.
3 adjustment from mid-point of group basis to empirical
average basis; see Table ABM 18.
Obtained by dividing the total value for all classes (col. 4) by
the totalfor all value classes (col. 2).
Obtained by multiplying the number of units not reporting value
and not reporting tenure by the average value of $9,242, derived
by dividing the total value for all value groups (col. 2) by the total
units reporting value (cot. 1).
Obtained by raising the total value for occupied dwelling units
(cot. 4) by the ratio 1.037, based on the ratio of 1.038, which is
the ratio of total units (184,638) to occupied units (177,822),
corrected for the relationship of the value of vacant units to
occupied units, which. is .974. The computation to obtain the
ratio 1.037 is [1.000 + (1.038 —1.000)X .974].
reporting value is adjusted to take into account the
estimated differences (based on rent differentials) be-
tween the values of vacant and occupied units.
The value estimates involved more steps than ex-
plained above, but the end results are virtually the
same as if the above procedure had been followed.
The value estimates were undertaken before the 139
city special tabulation had been completed; The first
procedure used average values for the value groups
"under $1,000" and "$20,000 and over" from the 139
city special tabulation, the aggregate values for the
other value groups being obtained by usi9g the mid-
point values of the groups, after obtaining a finer
breakdown of value groups, as the assumed average
values. For instance, each of the 5 value groups from
$1,000 to $7,499 was divided into 2 groups and the
frequencies in each group subdivision determined by
taking first differences from interpolated figures on a
cumulative frequency curve.
A preliminary estimate was made following the pro-
cedure outlined above before the more extensive special
tabulation and the determination of the empirical
averages for each value and rent class for the 139
cities was carried out. Table ABM 12 shows in column
2 the total values actually obtained for the original 10
value classes for New England cities with populations
of 100,000 or more. The details of the method are ex-
plained in the footnotes.
When the more extensive tabulation for the 139
cities was made available it was obvious that the mid-
point values were not representative average values.
Table A 6 gives the average values by the 10 value
classes for each of the 139 cities; Table ABM 17, the
average values finally accepted as representative of the
value classes in each geographic division by popula-
tion groups; and Table ABM 18 the ratio of the aver-
age values for each class that resulted from the use of
value class mid-points.
These ratios were then used to adj ust the total values
previously obtained; the procedure is outlined in the
detailed footnotes to Table ABM 12. This procedure
essentially is equivalent to multiplying the average
values obtained from the 139 city special tabulation
by the several value class frequencies. The differences
in the mechanics of procedure make for slight differ-
ences in the numerical results so that a perfect numeri-
cal correspondence would be impossible unless the
steps actually taken were carried out in extreme detail.
bValue of Owner-Occupied Dwelling Units, Distribution
by States
Withineach geographic division it is possible to ob-
tain, by states, the percentage distribution of dwelling
units reporting value for the 6 Census value classes.'1
11 Six value groups were used since the Census dataon dwelling
units reporting value are restricted to 6 value classes rather than
NO. OF
DWELLING












































the value of owner-occupied dwelling units reporting
value. This procedure had been carried out before the
correction for the displacement of the mid-points had
been undertaken and the results are shown, for Con-
necticut, in Table ABM 13, columns 2 and 3.
TABLEABM13
GeographicDivision Total Value of All Owner-occupied
Dwelling Units, Distribution by States
Population group 100,000 and over, Connecticut (similar














All valueclasses 1,596,593,829 343,620,534
Correction factor' 1.000208
Total adjusted value (all dwellings)4 343,692,007
'Table ABM 12, cot 2, with certain value classes combined.
2 These percentages were obtained from Tables ABM I and 2
where dwelling units reporting value by value classes for the
states and geographic divisions are shown by population groups.
'For adjustment from mid-point of group basis Lo empirical
average basis, including, in total value, dwelling units not report-
ing value, not reporting tenure, and vacant, see explanation
Ci,.II,sec. 3 b.
X 1.000208.
To correct for mid-point displacement and also in-
clude the values of dwelling units not reporting value,
not reporting tenure, and vacant, a ratio was derived
from Table ABM 12. In Table ABM 12 the uncor-
rected total value for all dwelling units reporting value
in population groups of 100,000 or more in New
England is $1,596,593,829 (col. 2). The total COT.
rectedvalue for all dwelling units, including those
not reporting value, not reporting tenure, and vacant
is $1,596,926,086. The ratio between the total cor-
rected value, all dwelling units, and the uncorrected
value for dwelling units reporting value is 1.000208
/1,596926086\
829)-
By multiplying this ratio by the
value derived for each. state for those dwellings re-
10, except for cities with populations of 100,000 or more. For the
method used to obtain 10 value classes for each population group,
see sec. 2 a of this chapter.
TABLE ABM 14
Derivation of Total Monthly Rent of Occupied Rented
Dwelling Units by Geographic Division and Population
Group
Population group 100,000 and over, New England
(similar tabulations by each population group for each
geographic division)











10— 14 25,942 336,395.919 309,147




75— 99 9,093 781,719 .937 732,471
100—149 3,469 412,813.902 372,357
150—199 809 141,575.913 129,258
200 and over 732 197,3981.000 197,398




Total occupied 419,583 13,825,260'
Vacant 32,531
Total, all units 452,114
'See Table ABM 7.
2 The total rents in this column were obtained as follows:
1)The number of units in the class "Under $10" was multiplied
by the average rent of $7 derived from the special tabulation for
139 cities; see Table ABM 17.
2) The 7 rent classes from $10 to $149.99 were divided into 14
classes with frequencies of 8,123, 17,819, 19,581, 24,115, 59,785,
57,023, 98,777, 56,070, 35,730, 14,040, 5,660, 3,433, 2,567,
and 902 as explained in Ch. II, sec. 3 c, and each frequency
multiplied by the new rent class mid-points of $11.25, $13.75,
etc. The frequencies in the rent class from $150 to $199 were
malt iplied by its mid-points.
3) The number of dwelling units having rents of $200.00 or more
was multiplied by an average rent of $269.67 determined from'
the special tabulation for 139 cities; see Table ABM 17.
'For adjustment from mid-point of group basis to empirical
average basis, see Table ABM 18.
Derived by dividing for "All groups" the final total rent (cot. 4)
by the preliminary total rent (cot. 2).
'Obtained by multiplying total occupied units (419,583) by the
average rent of rented units reporting, as determined by dividing
$14,543,090 (cot. 2) by 410,043 units (cot. 1), and correcting the
average rent obtained ($35.47) by the correction factor .929 to
give $32.95.
cRent of Rented Dwelling Units
Thetotal monthly rent of occupied rental dwelling
units was estimated in exactly the same manner as the
values of owner-occupied dwelling units (described in
sec. 3 a). Table ABM 14 illustrates the method used
These percentages were used to distribute, by states,
the total value for each value class as determined for
the geographic division. The sum of the values thusstate for all units corrected for adjustment from mid-
distributed to each state gives for the individual states ,pointof group basis to empirical average basis.
porting value, as illustrated for Connecticut in Table
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for rents, the footnotes giving in detail the processes
followed. The essential steps, including the processes
for deriving and applying the mid-point correction
factors, are presented in Tables ABM 17 and 18 in
connection with the description of the 139 city special
tabulation.
The annual rent (Table B 1) was obtained by multi-
plying the monthly rents as determined above from
the Census reports for April 1, 1930 by 12. This as-
sumes, of course, that the rents for that one month are
the true arithmetic means for the year.
The distribution of monthly rents by states (Table
ABM 15) involves exactly the same procedure as the
distribution of the values of owner-occupied dwelling
units except that vacant units are not considered. The
annual rent is obtained by multiplying by 12.




by type of dwelling for each geographic division and
population group. This step was possible with data
derived from the 139 city special tabulation. As ex-
plained in section 4 d the special tabulation of rented
dwelling units in the 139 cities was so prepared as to
secure average monthly rents per dwelling unit for
each type of dwelling. The average monthly rents per
dwelling unit for the 2- and 3-or-more family dwellings
were then expressed as percentages of the average
monthly rents for 1-family dwellings (Table ABM 19).
Table ABM 16 illustrates how these relative rents,
weighted by the number of occupied rental units of
each type, were used to obtain the distribution of
monthly rents by type of dwelling for cities in the
population group 100,000 and over in New England.
These monthly rents by type were then converted into
annual rents (line 1 f 2) and multiplied by the value-
rent ratios (line g)to obtain the aggregate values
(line h). As a final step the value of vacant units was
included by multiplying the total value of occupied
units for each type of dwelling by the ratios of total
units to occupied units after adjusting the ratio by
the differential in rents between occupied and vacant
units.
e Value of Rented Dwelling Units, Distribution by States
Thederived value-rent ratio as determined for all
types of occupied rental dwellings (see Table ABM 16,
line g) was assumed to hold for each state for the
respective population groups. These value-rent ratios
were then multiplied by the aggregate rents for each
19.980 150,207 state, determined as in the illustration for the 100,000
2 951 263 or more population group for Connecticut in the New
England division (Table ABM 15). The value of Va-
.950641cant units was then allowed for by increasing the
2,805,592values for each state in the same proportion as the
values had been increased for the geographic division
as a whole (Table ABM 16).
This method of distributing the value of rented
dwelling units by states involves some error, as the
distribution of rented dwellings by type may differ
from state to state. Since it was impossible to estimate
the number of dwelling units for each state by type
and tenure (see Ch. II, 2 f), without pressing certain
assumptions too far, the values of rented dwelling
units were distributed by states without reference to
type of dwelling.
'Table ABM 14, cot. 2, with certain rent groups combined.
2Thesepercentages were obtained from Tables ABM I and 2,
where the number of dwelling units reporting rent by rent classes
for states and geographic divisions are shown by population
groups as illustrated by Connecticut and New England.
8 adjustmentfor mid-point of group basis to empirical group
basis, including, in total rent, the rent of dwelling units not
reporting value or tenure.Derived by dividing corrected monthly
rent for all occupied dwellings (Table ABM 14, col. 4) by the






d Value of Rented Dwelling Units
Thevalues of occupied rental dwelling units were
obtained by means of value.rent ratios. The derivation
of these ratios is explained below in. section 5; Table
B 20 presents the ratios actually derived for 1930.
Since they reveal significant differences by type of
dwelling, it was necessary to determine aggregate rents
f Value of Dwelling Units, Distribution by Type
Inderiving the number ofnonfarmdwelling units a
distributjon ofthenumber ofunitsfor each geographic
division was obtained by tenure, population group,
and type of dwelling (see Tables ABM 11 and A 4).
From the tabulations completed thus far, a similar
distribution could be made for rented dwelling units
(see Table A 5), but not for values for each tenure.
TABLE ABM 15
Geographic Division Total Monthly Rent of All Occupied
Rented Dwelling Units, Distribution by States
Population group 100,000 and over, Connecticut (similar





























757,70532 - PART TWO
TABLE ABM 16
Division and Population Group
by each population group for each geographic division)
1OCCUPIED UNITS 1-FAMILY
(1)
2Vacancy value correction factor
3Aggregate value, all units, 1930 (thou-
sands of dollars) h X (2) 404,662
'See Table ABM 19. 2 See Table ABM 11.
1 Based on line I a, all types =100.0.
Relative, line I d, applied to average, all types (32.95).
'See explanation, Ch. II, sec. 5, and Table B 20.
6 Ratios of total rented dwelling units by type (including vacant)
to total occupied units, adjusted to take account of the difference
in rent between vacant and occupied units. The rent of vacant
units was 97.4 per cent of that of occupied units. The unadjusted
vacancy ratios were 1.037, 1.065, and 1.098. These ratios can
be obtained from Table ABM 14. The adjustment was made as
follows: [1.000 + (unadjusted ratio —1.000)X .974].
The method of deriving the values of rented dwell.
ings made it necessary to distribute rents of occupied
units by type of dwelling, since value4rent ratios
showed marked differences by type of dwelling. Con-
sequently, the differentials in rent for the several types
of dwellings were derived from the 139 city special
tabulation.
Since in order to estimate the total value of
occupied dwelling units it was not necessary to dif-
ferentiate by type, no attempt was made to derive the
representative differential average values of the several
types of dwellings from the 139 city special tabulation
for owner.occupants. Although statistically possible to
estimate such values by type, it was not
4Special Tabulation of CensusDatafor 139 Selected
Cities
Thespecial tabulation of Census data covering 139
selected cities' was used in deriving the number and
value of nonfarm dwelling units. Its earlier descrip-
tion would have interfered with the logical presenta-
tion of the basic methods.
aCharacter and Contentofthe SpecialTabulation
TablesA 6 and B 5 list the 139 cities in the tabulation,








b ÷ line I c. 8 Added total.
Equals $35.47 (uncorrected average rent for dwellings reporting
value) corrected for mid-point of group basis by use of ratio .929;
see footnote 5, Table ABM 14.
10 Aggregate "All types" less aggregates for 1- and 2-family
dwellings so as to give arithmetic check.
"Derived: line I h ÷lineIf (2).
"Added total.
13 Derived: tine 3 ÷ line I h.
ulation of each city and the average values or rents,
by value or rent groups, of the dwelling units for
which values or rents were reported. The tabulation
is based upon complete coverage for 90 cities and
sample coverage for 49 cities.12 Among the 139 cities
are the 61 cities13 included in both the Real Property
Inventory and the Financial Survey of Urban Housing.
The sample in the 49 cities varied with the size of the
city. In cities of 100,000 or more, every 9th family was
covered; in cities of 50,000—100,000, every 7th family;
in cities of 25,000—50,000, 'every 6th family; in cities
under 25,000, every 4th family.
To make the area covered by this tabulation for
Atlanta, Georgia; Birmingham, Alabama; Cleveland,
Ohio; Providence, Rhode Island; San Diego, Califor-
nia; Seattle, Washington; and Wheeling, West Vir-
ginia (which were among the 49 sample coverage
cities) comparable to the area used by the Financial
Survey, their environs were included in the respective
metropolitan areas.
12 The sample coverage cities are indicated by footnote references
in Tables A 6andB5.
"For a list of these cities see Table A 9. The 9 cities of the 61
cities not included among the 52 cities of Table A 15 received
only simplified tabulation by the Financial Survey of Urban
Housing because of incomplete sample coverage.
Derivation of Value of Rented Dwelling Units, including Vacant, by Geographic
Population group 100,000 and over in New England (similar tabulation
2-FAMILY 3-oR-Molul
FAMILY
aRelative rents (base, 1-family) 1
b Estimated no. of rented units 2
cEquivalent units in 1-family rental
rates (used to obtain relative, all
types) a X b
dRelative rents (base, all types)'
eEstimated avg. monthly rent per
unit(dollars)
fAggregate rent, 1930 (dollars) per
1) month e X b
2) year 12 X f(1)
gValue-rent ratio 6
hAggregate value of occupied units,
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b Type of Tabulation and Methods
Foreach city the value or rent of each dwelling unit
(or a sample of such values or rents in the 49 cities)
was entered under the value or rent group towhich
it belonged. The types differentiated in the two parts
of the tabulation are shown herewith. The number of
value entries in each value class gave the number of
owner.occupied dwelling units and also of structures,















family dwelling would not be duplicated among the
owner-occupant tenure group. The rent entries gave
the number of rented dwelling units but not of struc-
tures, since multiple dwelling structures may be repre-
sented by two or more entries in the rented tenure
group or by one entry in the owner-occupant tenure
group and one or more entries in the rented tenure
group.
The sum of all the value entries in each value class
TABLEABM 17
divided by the total entries gave the average value per
dwelling unit by value groups. Similarly, the rent
entries served as the basis for determining the average
rent per dwelling unit by rent groups.
For rented dwelling units the rents of each type of
dwelling also were cumulated to determine the average
rents for dwelling units in 2- and 3-or-more family
dwellings. This was not done for owner-occupied
dwelling units since, as explained in section 3 f, the
information by type was not required for estimate
purposes. The average values of all types and of 1-
family types alone were obtained for the owner-occu-
pant tenure.
cAverage Values or Rents by Value or Rent Group by
Geographic Division and Population Group
Fromthe individual city data on average values or
rentsby value or rent groups (Tables A 6 and B5)
were derived representative average values for geo-
graphic divisions by population groups. The size of
the sample made it necessary to combine certain geo-
graphic divisions to provide a sufficient number of
cities of each size to yield fairly representative average
values.
Table ABM 17 presents for the group of cities with
populations of 100,000 or more the geographic divi-
sion average values or rents. On these average values
were calculated the correction factors used to adjust
the class mid-points from a preliminary to an actual
Population group 100,000 and over by geographic region (similar tabulation
for each population group)
North East 2 (5 cities)
North Central (7 cities)
South (7 cities)
West (4 cities)
1 Average values and rents for all except open end groups are
merely simple arithmetic averages of the individual city averages
for those cities in the specified areas having populations within
the population groups noted; see Tables A 6 and B 5.
2 North• East combines New England and Middle Atlantic;
North Central combines East and West North Central; South
combines South Atlantic, East South Central, and West South
Central; West combines Mountain and Pacific.












Average Values or Rents by Value or Rent Group as Derived from the 139 City
Special Tabulation by Geographic Regions
North East 2 (5 cities)






1,000 81,499 1,999 2,999 4,999 7,499 9,999 14,999 19,999and over'
544 1,157 1,619 2,320 3,768 5,938 8,273 11,146 15,982 33,090
597 1,121 1,622 2,321 3,742 5,807 8,175 10,999 15,758 33,090
587 1,077 1,592 2,271 3,645 5,813 8.179 10,956 15,696 33,090
551 1,101 1,604 2,305 3,738 5,703 8,160 10,906 15,708 33,090
BAVERAGE MONTHLY RENT (DOLLAR s)'
RENT GROUP
Under 10.00—15.00—20.00—30.00—50.00—75.00—100.00—150.00—200.00
10.00'14.99 19.99 29.99 49.99 74.99 99.99 149.99 199.99and over'
7.00 11.85 16.53 23.65 35.95 56.34 80.25 108.02 159.76 242.58
6.80 11.55 16.2823.28 36.71 56.25 80.01 110.32 157.28 206.55
6.60 11.47 16.04 22.95 36.18 56.19 79.52 109.06 157.73 240,18
6.30 11.23 16.16 23.18 36.22 55.82 80.72 112.26 160.86 318.23
8 Simple arithmetic average of weighted averages for population
groups of different size in each geographic division. Size groups
were restricted to "Over 25,000"; "5,000—25,000" and "Under
5,000."
'Assigned after studying calculations similar to those noted in
footnote 3.34 PART TWO
basis (Table ABM 18). The methods by which these
correction ratios were calculated are explained in the
footnotes to Table ABM 18.
TABLEABM 18
Correction Factors 1forAdjustment of Total Values and
Rents as Derived from the Use of Class Mid-Points
Population group 100,000 and over by geographic
region (similar tabulation for each population group)
Value Group
Under $1,000 1.000 1.000 1.000
1,000— 1,499 .912 .874 .851
1,500— 1,999 .917 .918 .904
2,000— 2,999 .912 .916 .902
3,000— 4,999 .924 .921 .915
5,000— 7,499 .951 .940 .944
7,500— 9,999 .945 .934 .935
10,000—14,999 .892 .880 .876
15,000—19,999 .913 .900 .897
20,000 and over 1.000 1.000 1.000
BRENTED
Rent Group
Under $10.00 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
10.00— 14.99 .919 .904 .908 .883
15.00— 19.99 .933 .921 .917 .914
20.00— 29.99 .944 .930 .928 .926
30.00— 49.99 .919 .932 .936 .933
50.00— 74.99 .933 .928 .935 .926
75.00— 99.99 .937 .933 .926 .956
100.00—149.99 . .902 .938 .913 .908
150.00—199.99 .913 .899 .901 .919
200.00 and over 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
The correction factors or ratios in this table were derived as
follows: the aggregate values or rents by value or rent groups were
first obtained as explained in Table ABM 12,foot note each
of the 9 geographic divisions. Simple averages were then, com-
puted for the geographic divisions that were combined. These
were divided into the averages of Table ARM 17. For the use of
these factors see Tables ABM 12 and
2NorthEast combines New England and Middle Atlantic; North
Central combines East and West North Central; South combines
South Atlantic, East South Central, and West South Central;











and over 100,000 25,000
I For method of derivation and source see explanation in text.
These percentages were used as illustrated in Table ABM 16.
d Relative Rents by Type of Dwelling for each Geo-
graphic Division
Inorder to obtain total monthly rents for each type of
dwelling as illustrated in Table ABM 16 it was neces-
sary to have a set of percentages for each geographic
division that would indicate the differentials in rents
for the different types of dwellings. Weighted average
rents by type of dwelling were computed for popula-
tion groups of a given size in each geographic division.
The rents thus computed for the 2- and 3-or-more
family dwelling units were expressed as percentages
WEST of the 1-family dwelling rents. Curves were then drawn
1 000 with population groups as abscissa and percentages
:872 as ordinates for each geographic division. From the
generaltrend of these percentages by population
:933.groupsfor all geographic divisions, a set of percent-
ageswas selected as representative for a combination
:872 of geographic areas (Table ABM 19).
.898
1.000
ePercentage of Nonfarm ResidentialStructuresIn-
habited, by Their Owners
Inderiving the distribution of types of dwellings by
tenure (Table ABM 20) information gained from the
139 city special tabulation was used. The method of
obtaining this information is described above in sec-
tion 4 b. The percentages were used in deriving Table
ABM 11.
fData for Population Groups under 2,500
Amongthe 139 cities of the special Census tabulation
25 had populations under 2,500. Since the Census of
Population, 1930 does not show distributions of dwell-
ing units by value or rent groups for towns and vil-
lages with fewer than 2,500 inhabitants, distributions
of number of dwelling units, all types, by value or rent
groups were made for this group (Tables A 7 and
B 6) -TableA 7 gives also total 1-family dwelling






















Average Monthly Rents for 2- and 3-or-more Family Dwellings as Percentages of Monthly




85.0 87.0 88.0 . 89.0
85.0 87.0 88.0 89.0
94.0 95M 96.0 98.0 99.0 . 100.0



























New England and Middle Atlantic
2-family dwelling
3-or-more family dwelling

























45.2 41.3 40.9 53.6













Derived from special tabulation of 139 cities for NBER
three types of dwelling classifications, information not
available elsewhere.
5Value-Rent Ratios, Method of Deriving
Toestimate the value of rented properties, value-rent
ratios (Table ABM 16) were derived from information
in the Financial Survey of Urban Housing with the
aid of weights from the Real Property Inventory.
Since the best information in these surveys relates to
1934, the method of deriving the value-rent ratios for
that year is explained first.
a1934
Thevalue-rent ratios derived for 1934 by type of
dwelling are shown in Table B 19 for 42 cities, with
weighted averages for the cities in each geographic
division. Since the number of tenant and landlord
reports in the Financial Survey of Urban Housing was
not the same, average rents derived from tenant re-
ports and average values derived from landlord re-
ports were used.
Financial Survey of Urban Housing reports were
classified into1-family, 2-family, apartments, and
"other dwellings" and average rents and values derived
for each type. Ratios of value per room to rent per
room were computed for each type. Financial Survey
sample data are available for 1-family dwellings for
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and "7-or-more" rooms. For each city,
value-rent ratios were computed for each room size
and reweighted by total rented 1-family dwelling units
classified by number of rooms, as reported by the Real
Property Inventory. This reweighting served to over-
come the tendency of the Financial Survey sample of
rented dwellings as reported by landlords to be biased
toward the larger room sizes.
In order to match the Census "1-family dwelling
unit" classification, which includes row houses, the
value-rent ratios for 1-family dwellings for the cities
within each geographic division were combined with
similar value,rent ratios for row houses by using
weights of the number in each city derived from the
Real Property Inventory. To give geographic division
ratios the ratios thus obtained for each city were com-
bined by weighting total 1-family and row houses in
each city as reported by the Real Property Inventory.
A breakdown by number of rooms similar to that
for 1-family dwellings was not feasible for 2-family
dwellings, and the value-rent ratios for the cities as
derived from the Financial Survey sample data were
accepted and reweighted by the Real Property In-
ventory number of rented 2-family dwelling units
in the several cities to obtain average ratios for the
geographic divisions.
In order to match the Census "3-or-more family
dwellings" classification it was necessary to combine
the sample data f or several types of dwellings as given
in the Financial Survey and reweight them accordingly.
Rents per room were obtainable from the sample as
reported by tenants for 3- and 4-family dwellings and
"larger apartments" (5-or-more family). However,
the values of multi-family rented dwellings as re-
ported by landlords covered only "apartments" that
contained 4-or-more family dwelling units and "other
dwellings," which included, without possibility of seg-
regation, 3-family dwellings, row houses, flats over
stores, and miscellaneous units not otherwise classified.
Consequently, in each city,value-rent ratios were
computed for "apartments" (4-or-more family dwell-
ings) and "other dwellings." A composite 3-or-more
family dwelling value-rent ratio was then obtained by
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TABLE ABM 20
Percentage of Residential Structures Inhabited by Their Owners, by Geographic Division, Type of Dwelling, and









45_3 44.7 45.9 47.6
33.4 28.5 41.4 36.836
weighting this "apartment" ratio by the rented apart-
ment units and weighting the "other dwelling" ratio
by total rented dwelling units in "3-family dwellings,".
"flats over stores," and "other," both as reported in
the Financial Survey tenant Sample. The Financial
Survey sample data were used for weighting because
the corresponding Real Property Inventory data on
"other dwellings" include, in addition to flats over
stores, several essentially 1-family dwellings, such as
single dwellings with business offices or stores. In some
cities, Cleveland in particular, the Real Property in-
ventory full coverage data would have seriously over-
weighted the "other dwelling" value-rent ratio.
b1930
Ratios of 1930 value and 1929 rent, by type of dwell-
ing, similar to those described above for 1933—34,
cannot be derived directly from the Financial Survey
data. A composite ratio for all types is obtainable for
1930, but it is not possible to make the detailed ad-
justments outlined for 1934. Furthermore, the 1930
values and 1929 rents reported to the Financial Survey
in 1934, when compared with the 1930 Census data,
seem to he understated in varying, degree. Conse-
quently, the 1933—34 ratios by type, described above,
seemed to offer a more reliable basis for deriving a
1929—30 ratio. They were accordingly used to estimate
value, adjustment being made for changes in the value-
rent relationship between 1930 and 1934. in making
this adjustment, which is based on the differential
changes in values and rents between 1930 and 1934,
two difficulties had to be overcome: first, as noted
above, the objection to using the retrospective values
and rents reported by the Financial Survey for 1930;
second, the trend in values required was that for rented
properties, which was available from the Financial.
Survey alone. The trend in rents, 1930—34, was based
upon the full coverage rent data for 1930 derived from
the Census taken in that year (Table B 8) while the
1934 rents are Financial Survey average rents by rent
classes obtained in that year and weighted by the Real
Property Inventory number of rented dwellings by
rent classes.
To obtain the value trend for 1930—34 certain ad-
ditional steps were necessary. Table A 10 presents the
average values of 1-family owner-occupied dwellings
on a full coverage basis in 1930 and on a sample basis
in 1934 and the percentage change. To obtain the
change in the value of all rented dwellings between
1930 and 1934 it was assumed that the relative differ-
ence between the value of 1-family dwellings as re-
ported to the Financial Survey for these two years and
the full coverage averages in Table A 10 would be
fairly representative measures of the difference be-
tween full coverage values of rented properties and
PART TWO
thevalues reported by landlords to the Financial Sur-
vey for rented properties in 1930 and 1934.
The 1930 and 1934 values for rented properties were
corrected by the method described above, and the per-
centage change between the two years was thus ob-
tained for individual cities (similar to Table A 10).
With comparable percentage changes in values and
rents between the two years for individual cities it is
possible to obtain for each city the relative percentage
changes in values and rents. This was done first for
each city; then the ratios in each city were weighted
by the number of rented dwellings as reported by the
Real Property Inventory in 1934 to give geographic
division weighted figures (Table ABM 21). Where
the ratio exceeds unity it indicates that values were
higher relative to rents in 1930 than in 1934 and hence
the value-rent ratio in 1930 should be higher than the
value-rent ratio in 1934 by the amount indicated.
TABLEABM 21
Ratioof Percentage Change in Value (1930—1934) to
Percentage Change in Rent (1930-1 934) and Correction
Factors for Incomplete Coverage of Financial Survey
Value-Rent Ratios for 1934, by Geographic Division
RATIO OF CHANGE IN
VALUE TO CHANGEFACTOR TO CORRECT








E. N. Central 0.960 1.044
W. N. Central 1.053 1.058
S. Atlantic 1.100 1.007
E. S. Central 1 1.138 0.998
W. S. Central 1.191 0.984
Mountain 1.034 1.059
Pacific 1.167 1.010
1 The East South Central is a weighted average of the South At-
lantic and the West South Central geographic divisions.
2 Percentage of full coverage average value for f-family dwellings
to sample coverage dividedpercentage of fuiL coverage average
annual rent to sample coverage average annual rent.
These adjustment factors were not applied to the
value.rent ratios for 1934 in Table B 19 since the
latter were based upon sample data and the measure-
ment of trends was on a full coverage basis. The 1934
value-rent ratios by type for the geographic divisions
were instead adjusted by a ratio based on the percent-
age relationship between (a) full coverage owner-oc-
cupied 1-family dwelling values and sample coverage
values in 1934, and (b) full coverage average annual
rents and sample coverage rents in 1934.
The correction factors in Table ABM 21 were multi-
plied by the value-rent ratios for 1934 by type (Table
B 19)to obtain the 1934 value-rent ratios for the
separate types, excluding "all types" (Table B 20).
The 1934 value-rent ratios for the separate types, ex-
cluding "all types," in Table B 20 were then multiplied
by the correction factors in Table ABM 21 to give the
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types, ex'iluding "all types." It was these 1930 value-
rent ratios by type that were used to estimate aggregate
values for 1930 (Table ABM 16). The value-rent ratio
for "all types" (Table B 20) for 1930 was obtained as
a result of the aggregate estimate (all cities), illus-
trated in Table ABM 16 for the population group
100,000 and over in New England. The "all types"
ratio for 1934 (Table B 20) was then obtained by
dividing by the correction factors in Table ABM 21.
The weighted "all types" value-rent ratio for 1934 is
used in estimating aggregate value of rented properties
for 1934 (Table A 8).
6Value of NonfarmResidential Real Estate, including
Vacant, Estimates, 1934
The total value of nonfarm residential real estate in
1934 (Table A 8) was estimated separately for owner-
occupied and rented properties in each geographic
division, but not by population groups.
a Value of Owner-Occupied Dwelling Units
To estimate the average value of owner-occupied
dwelling units in 1934, the average 1930 value of
owner-occupied dwellings, including vacant, in each
geographic division was multiplied by a correction
factor representing the relative change in the value
of 1-family dwellings between 1930 and 1934, as
shown in Table A 10 by geographic division. The re-
sulting average value per unit in 1934 was multiplied
by the dwelling units standing in 1934 to obtain the
estimated aggregate value of owner-occupied residen-
tial property for the geographic division. The units
standing in 1934 were estimated on the basis of addi-
tions through new construction and decreases through
demolitions, estimates for which were made in con-
nection with the estimates of Construction (see Ch. V).
The United States total was then obtained by addition
of the products for the geographic divisions. This pro-
cedure assumes, in the absence of more conclusive
data, that average values of 2- and 3.or-more family
dwellings declined by the same percentage as those of
1-family dwellings. While values of these other types
of structure may have declined at different rates, the
error in the total is probably small, since 1-family
dwellings comprised 89 per cent of all owner-occupied
dwelling units in 1930.
b Value of Rented Dwelling Units
Aggregate value of rented dwelling units in 1934 was
estimated after the average value per unit and the
number of rented dwelling units standing in 1934 had
been determined. The average value of rented dwell-
•ings was obtained by using the product of the percent-
age change in the value-rent ratios and in rents. in
order to adjust to 1934 values the following steps
were taken: The value-rent ratios for all types in
1929—30 by geographic division were divided into the
corresponding ratios for 1933—34 (Table B 20) to
obtain a correction factor reflecting the change in these
ratios. This correction factor was multiplied by the
ratio of average rent for all types in 1933, expressed as
a percentage of the average rent for 1929, to give an
estimated ratio of the value of rented units of all types
in 1934 expressed as a percentage of the value of
rented units in 1930. The percentage so obtained was
multiplied by the average value per unit in 1930
(Table A 3) to obtain an estimated average value per
unit in 1934. This average value per unit in 1934 was
multiplied by the estimated number of units on Janu-
ary 1, 1934 to obtain an estimated aggregate value of
rented units in 1934. Addition of values of owner-
occupied and rented gave an aggregate value for the
two tenures for 1934. Total dwelling• units standing on
January 1, 1934 were derived on the basis of estimated
net additions through new construction and demoli-
tions between April 1, 1930 and January 1, 1934.
These net additions were added to total dwelling units
standing on April 1, 1930 (Table A 4).
CHAPTER III
Source of Income Data and Method of Tabulating
The income data in Part Three, section C, Tables C 1—
15, were derived from information collected by the
Financial Survey of Urban Housing. Tables C 1—3 are
the results of special tabulations made in connection
with this study and these data have not been published
previously.
1 Tables Derived from Special Tabulations
The income tables in Part Three, section. C, may be
conveniently divided into two parts. The first three,
C 1—3, present income information for 33 cities for
1929 and 1933. Since the data result from special tabu-
lations for cities providing the largest number of re-
turns, they warranted greater subdivision. These more
elaborate tabulations were made after digit sorting